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Abstract
The Delta Interconnection Network is a digit controlled multi-
stage interconnection network .It can be made up with simple 
switching elements that do not have logical processing or buffering 
capabilities. A 2x2 switching elements has two inputs and two 
outputs. Every cell comes into the delta network from any input 
port of processors and destined for any output port to memories, 
which shows random behaviour of cell transmission. In this paper 
we study the 8X8 delta network for predicting the outgoing chances 
of cells from sources to destinations in transmission process. For 
explaining the behavior of cell transmission we derive various 
outgoing probabilities and theorems using the Markov chain 
model technique. A simulation study is performed to support the 
outcomes of derived theorems under the assumed model.
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I. Introduction
The common technique used in banyan interconnection networks 
is packet switching, in which data is buffered at each switching 
element, processed and routed to the correct destination. Circuit-
switched banyan networks can also be constructed, in which a 
direct connection is provided between the source of a message and 
its destination. Since neither packet processing nor buffering is 
needed. Circuit switching can be implemented with switches that 
are simpler and faster than those required for packet switching. 
The circuit provided at any instant of time is determined by the 
states of the switching elements, and are collectively referred to 
as the network state Salisbury and Melhem [7].
Multistage interconnection networks are used in multi-processor 
and multi-computer parallel machines as an inter communication 
medium between Processing Elements (PEs) and memory-
modules. The delta network is one example of a multistage 
interconnection network that can be used as a switch fabric. The 
delta network is an example of a banyan network. In banyan 
networks, there is a single path from each input port to each output 
port. Delta network has self-routing property .The path for a cell 
to take to reach its destination can be determined directly from 
its routing tag (i.e., destination port id).Stage k of the MIN looks 
at bit k of the tag. If bit k is 0, then send cell out upper port .If 
bit k is 1, and then send cell out lower port Ahmed et al [1]. In 
Fig 1.1 shown 8X8 Delta network. Each rectangle represents a 
2X2 Banyan switch.
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Fig. 1:

Achille and Gianatti [2] develops the analysis of multistage banyan 
interconnection networks in which the switching elements are 
provided with a buffer shared among all the inlets and outlets 
of the element. Merchant [4] analyzes the delay suffered by 
messages in a clocked, packet-switched, square Banyan network 
with k x k output-buffered switches by approximating the flow 
processes in the network with Markov chains. Yuan and Lygeres 
[5] obtained the stochastic differential equations and proved the 
criteria of stabilization for Markovian switching. Dorea, Cruz 
and Rajas [6] have shown the application of these models in data 
analysis. Chang, Heidelberger and Shahabuddin[8] describes an 
efficient technique for estimating, via simulation, the probability 
of buffer overows in a queueing model that arises in the analysis 
of ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) communication switches. 
Shukla, Pathak and Gadewar [9] have performed a stochastic 
model based study for the Space Division Switch and derived the 
reaching probabilities of packets to the predefined destinations. 
Shukla and Gadewar [10] conducted a similar model based study 
for the cell movement in a Knockout Switch.  Dias and Jump[11] 
presents analytic and simulation results for the performance 
of delta networks in a packet communication environment. 
The performance of buffered delta networks is compared with 
unbuffered delta networks and crossbar switches. Naldi [14]  
proposed stochastic model  for  the  study of  internet  traffic  in 
the multi-operators environment. L’Ecuyer and Champoux[15] 
applied importance sampling to estimate the cell-loss ratio in 
an ATM switch modeled as a queueing network fed by several 
sources emitting cells according to a Markov-modulated on/off 
process, and where all the cells from the same source have the 
same destination. Szymansk! and Shaikh [17] used Approximate 
Markov chains for the performance of banyan networks built with 
basic switches of arbitrary size containing input queues, output 
queues or a combination of input buffers and output queues are 
presented. Jenq [18] describes an analysis of the performance of 
a packet switch based on a single-buffered Banyan network. A 
model of a single-buffered Banyan network provides results on 
the throughput, delay, and internal blocking. The contributions 
of  Moustafa et al. [3], Perzen [12], Medhi [13] and Oktug and 
Caglayan [16] are used as helping tools to design the model.

II. Assumptions
We consider the 8x8 delta network with 8 input and 8 output ports 
shown in fig. 1 and assume the following:

Delta network with configuration shown in fig. 2. Let I(j) be • 
jth input state and Q(i) be the corresponding ith output state.
A(e),B(f),C(g), and D(h) are internal states of delta network, • 
where i, j, e, f, g, h = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7.
The left side of delta network is input and the flow of cell is • 
from left to right.
Each input port, on left side, is attached with a Processor, • 
having different initial probabilities of selection of path, 
this level, we call the state I(j) and right-side attached with 
Memory module, this level, we call the state O(i). 
The A(e),B(f),C(g),D(h) and O(i) are first,  second,  third, • 
fourth and fifth state of output of cell respectively.
 The cell request reach from input state I(j) to output state • 
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O(i) via internal states A(e),B(f),C(g),D(h)of switching 
elements through switching fabric with different transition 
probabilities.
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Fig. 2:

III. Markov Chain Model    
Let { }......3,2,1,0, =nX n  be a Markov chain with state space I(j), 
A(e),B(f),C(g),D(h), and O(i), i, j, e, f , g, h = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7. 
The Xn denotes the state of cell request at the nth step transition 
over states I(j),A(e),B(f),C(g),D(h) , and O(i) of 8x8 delta network. 
The initial probabilities p0, p1, p2, . . .,p7 are such that at n = 0, 

[ ] ∑
=

===
7

0
1,)(0 j jpjpjIXP

.                                                                                                                                                    
1. The cells moves from state I(j) to A(e) with unit step transition 
probabilities are:

 ; 
      When {( j = 0,4), (e = 0,1)};{(j = 1,5), 
      (e = 2,3)}, {(j = 2,6), (e = 4,5)},{(j = 3,7),  (e  = 6, 7)}

 [ ] 0)(/)(1 ===+ jIXeAXP nn  ; Otherwise 

subject to condition , when j is even;

when j is odd; 10 ≤≤ jea are probability elements.
2. The cell travels from state A(e) to B(f) in the form of transition 
probabilities are:

1])()(1[ ===+ eAnXfBnXP
; 

         When {(e =  0,  f = 0), (e = 1,f = 4),(e = 2,
        f =2),(e = 3,f =  6),(e = 4,f = 1),(e = 5,f = 5),   (e = 6,f = 
3),(e = 7,f = 7)}

       
0])()(1[ ===+ eAnXfBnXP

; Otherwise
3. Cell of information moves from state B(f) to C(g) with   transition 
probabilities are:

; 
When {(f = 0,1), (g = 0,1)}; {(f = 2,3), 
         (g = 2, 3)}, {(f = 4, 5), (g = 4, 5)}, {(f = 6,  7), (g = 6, 7)}

subject to condition  ,  when f is even;

, when f is odd;   are 

probability elements.
4. Cell travels from state C(g) to D(h) in delta network with 
transition probabilities

         
1])()(1[ ===+ gCnXhDnXP

; 
                When {(g = 0, h = 0), (g = 1, h = 2),
          (g = 2, h =  1),(g = 3, h = 3), (g = 4, 
           h = 4),(g = 5, h = 6), (g = 6, h = 5),
       (g = 7, h = 7)}

      
0])()(1[ ===+ gCnXhDnXP

; Otherwise
5. At last cell moves from state D(h) to memory module port 
output state Q(i) with transition probabilities are

When {( h = 0,1), (i = 0,1)}; {(h = 2,3) 
( i =    2,3)},{(h = 4, 5), (i = 4, 5)}, {(h = 6, 7), (i = 6, 7)}

       subject to condition   ,when h is even;  

, when h is odd;    are 

probability elements.

IV. Computation of Reaching Probabilities
Assume, input states I(j) attached with processors want to sent 
request at output states O(i) ) attached memory modules.. A cell 
request starts moving from any of the input state I (j) and reaches 
to the output states Q (i), i = 0,4.
Theorem 1: For output states Q(i), the reaching probabilities at 
Q(0) in five step transition is  
P[X5 = Q(0)] = P[ cell reaches to output state Q(0) in five step, 
while coming from any of eight inputs I(j), j = 0,1,2, . . .7)]  
and 

)0([ 5 QXP =

Proof: The proof is obvious using the theoretical aspect of Markov 
chains.
Theorem 2: Under assumed Markov chain model (Section III), 
the reaching probability of a cell request from I(j) to Q(0) via 
different states, in five–step transition.                                                 

[ ])()0( 05 jIXQXP ==   

   
Theorem 3: Under assumed Markov chain model (Section 3), the 
reaching probability of a cell from I(j) to Q(4) via different states, 
in five–step transition.                                               

[ ])()4( 05 jIXQXP ==
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V. Concept of Simulation Analysis
For the computational purpose, consider the following linear and 
multiplicative type data models for probability elements (aji),(bji), 
(cji) of transition probability matrices.

A. Basic Model [B-Model]
The B-model is an ideal condition model with most of equalities 
in transition probabilities.
 [ 0,0,0, ;; ccbbaa jjjjjj === ]  ;
 [ 01,01,01, ;; ccbbaa jjjjjj === +++ ] and
 [ 01,01,01, ;; ccbbaa jjjjjj === −−−   with j ≥ 1] wherever the non-zero 
elements occur in matrices, otherwise (aji),(bji),(cji)  are zero. Also 

1,,0 000 << cba .

B. Element Dependent Model [ED-Model]

wherever the non-zero elements occur  in matrices, otherwise 
zero. Also .This model provides a linear probability 
increment / decrement in the Basic model.

C. Element Input Dependent Model [EID-Model]

 
wherever non-zero elements occur in matrices, zero otherwise. 
This model provides the joint effect of input-states variations and 
linear probability increments to the B-model. 
Remark 1: While substituting α = 0 in Model-II and Model-III, 
we get model-I.  

Remark 2: Consider two types of input probabilities:
Type I: [Equal Input Probabilities(EIP)]
When I(j) =  d0 = 0.125 for all j = 0,1,2,3....7. This provides equal 
chance to cell request to flow through any of input lines.
Type II: [Varying Input Probabilities(VIP)]
When I(j) differs to each other, each input line has varying initial 
probabilities to pass on cell requests. 
For this data set is: I(j) = d0 + j.r, if j even; I(j) = d0 - j.r, if j odd, 
with d0 = 0.125, r = 0.01; It generate values, I(0) = 0.125,  I(1) 
= 0.115,  I(2) = 0.145, I(3) = 0.095,  I(4) = 0.165, I(5)   = 0.075, 
I(6) = 0.185, I(7) = 0.055. The plan for simulation study is divided 
into two types (EIP and VIP), each examined under three different 

data models (like B, E-D, E-I-D models).

VI. Simulation Analysis of Reaching Probabilities

A.  Using B-Model
From fig. 5 and fig. 6, it is observed that P[X5 = Q(0)] and  P[X5 
= Q(4)]  with VIP  bears fluctuations from the EIP over data set 
A, B and C. Even numbered input lines (0, 2, 4, 6) have a gain in 
probabilities with VIP.

  
Input Line (j)

(a). Data set A 

Input Line (j)
(b). Data set B

Input Line (j)
(c). Data set C
Fig. 5: Reaching Probabilities at Q(0) from any I(j) using 
B-Model
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The Minimum and Maximum P[X5 = Q(0)] and P[X5 = Q(4)]   
are in Table 1 and Table 4

Input Line (j)
(a). Data set A

Input Line (j)
(b). Data set B

Input Line (j)
(c). Data set C
Fig. 6: Reaching Probabilities at Q(0) from any I(j) using EID-
Model

B. Using ED-Model
From fig. 7 ,it is observe  that P[X5 = Q(0)]  is increasing at input 
lines (0,1,2,3) and decreasing at input lines (4,5,6,7) with EIP 

Input Line (j)
(a) Data set A

Input Line (j)
(b) Data set B

 Input Line (j)             
(c) Data set C
Fig. 7: Reaching Probabilities at Q(0) from any I(j) Using ED-
Model

Input Line (j)
(a) Data set A
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Input Line (j)
(b). Data set B

Input Line (j)
(c) Data set C
Fig. 8: Reaching Probabilities at Q(0) from any I(j) Using EID-
Model

but fluctuate with VIP over data sets A,B and C. Although Table 
II shows, there is a gain at minimum and maximum level in 
P[X5 = Q(0)] with respect to data set A in EIP case. The unequal 
input transition probability of states provides a scope for higher 
chances of reaching to output line Q(0) at maximum level and 
lower chances at minimum level in VIP case with respect to data 
set A.
From fig. 8  ,it  is observe    that P[X5 = Q(4)]  is increasing at 
input lines (4,5,6,7) and decreasing  at input lines (0,1,2,3) with 
EIP but  fluctuate with VIP over data sets A,B and C. Although 
Table V shows, there is a gain at minimum and maximum level 
in P[X5 = Q(4)] with respect to data set A with EIP. The unequal 
input transition probability of states provides a scope for higher 
chances of reaching to output line Q(4) at maximum level and 
lower chances at minimum level with respect to data set A.

C.  Using EID-Model
From fig. 9(a), it is observe that input line 1 with EIP and even 
numbered input lines with VIP have a gain in probabilities over 
data set A. Over data set B in fig. 9(b), the input line 3 has  a gain 
in probabilities in EIP case, instead in VIP case  the input line 
2 has high gain and input line 7 has high loss in probabilities of 
reaching to output line Q(0). 

Input Line (j)
(a) Data set A

Input Line (j)
(b). Data set B

Input Line (j)
(c). Data set C
Fig. 9: Reaching Probabilities at Q(0) from any I(j) Using EID-
Model

Over data set C  from fig. 9(c), we observed that  input line 3 
with EIP  and input line (1,3) with VIP have a gain to access  the 
output line Q(0). From Table 3, it is observed that the equal input 
transition probability and the variable input transition probability 
of states provides a scope for lower chances of reaching to line 
Q(0) at minimum level and higher chances at maximum level 
with respect to data set A.
Over data set A fig. 10(a), reveals that input line 4  has a gain in 
reaching probabilities in EIP and VIP both cases. From fig.10(b), 
it is 
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Input Line (j)
(a). Data set A

Input Line (j)
(b). Data set B

Input Line (j)
(c). Data set C
Fig. 10: Reaching Probabilities at Q(0) from I(j) using EID-
Model

observed that the input line (5,7) with equal input probabilities 
and the input line 4 with variable input probabilities has  a gain 
in B. Over data set C, in fig. 10(b), we observed that reaching 
probability of information at Q(4) is highest when it comes from 
input line 7 with EIP and from input line 6 with VIP. From Table 
6, it is observed that the equal input transition probability and the 
variable input transition probability of states provides a scope for 
higher chances of reaching to output line Q(4) at minimum  and 
maximum level with respect to data set A.

VII. Conclusion
A proposed Markov chain model is useful tool in explaining the 
movement of cell request in between input and output states. The 
reaching probability to output line Q(i) from the input lone I(j) 

could be easily derived with the help of Model. A cell request must 
be exits from an output line after five-step transition.In B-model, 
reaching probability to output line Q(0) and Q(4) with VIP bears 
fluctuations from the EIP over data set A,B and C. In ED- model, 
the equal input transition probabilities produces gain at minimum 
and maximum level in reaching chances at output line 0 and 4. 
But varying input transition probabilities provide scope for higher 
chances of reaching to output line Q(0) and Q(4) at maximum 
level and lower chances at minimum level. In EID-model, the 
equal input transition probabilities and varying input transition 
probabilities produces a scope for higher chances of reaching to 
output line Q(4) at minimum and maximum level. The varying 
input transition probabilities provide a scope for lower chances of 
reaching to output line Q(0) and Q(4) minimum level and higher 
chances at maximum level.
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Table 1:
B-Model
EIP Case VIP Case

Data Set A B C A B C

Min P[X5 = Q(0)] 0.015625 0.015625 0.015625 0.006875 0.006875 0.006875

Max P[X5 = Q(0)] 0.015625 0.015625 0.015625 0.023125 0.023125 0.023125

Table 2:
ED-Model
EIP Case VIP Case

Data Set A B C A B C

Min P[X5 = Q(0)] 0.016224 0.016767 0.017248 0.007139 0.007377 0.007589

Max P[X5 = Q(0)] 0.017576 0.019683 0.021952 0.024012 0.024815 0.025527

Table 3:
EID-Model

EIP Case VIP Case
Data Set A B C A B C
Min P[X5 = Q(0)] 0.009504 0.008775 0.003808 0.004182 0.004051 0.001676

Max P[X5 = Q(0)] 0.016848 0.025947 0.032368 0.018792 0.022707 0.025172

Table 4:
B-Model
EIP Case VIP Case

Data Set A B C A B C

Min P[X5 = Q(4)] 0.015625 0.015625 0.015625 0.006875 0.006875 0.006875

Max P[X5 = Q(4)] 0.015625 0.015625 0.015625 0.023125 0.023125 0.023125
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Table 5:
ED-Model

EIP Case VIP Case

Data Set A B C A B C

Min P[X5 = Q(4)] 0.016224 0.016767 0.017248 0.007733 0.008661 0.009659

Max P[X5 = Q(4)] 0.017576 0.019683 0.021952 0.026012 0.029131 0.032489

Table 6:
EID-Model
EIP Case VIP Case
Data Set A B C A B C
Min P[X5 = Q(4)] 0.00792 0.015015 0.02812 0.005069 0.019711 0.02237

Max P[X5 = Q(4)] 0.024389 0.053235 0.08464 0.032193 0.047437 0.094187


